Abstract. In this paper, a new tuning function backstepping control scheme is proposed for a class of parametric strict feedback nonlinear systems to accommodate actuator failures/faults and dead-zone constraints, where the failures/faults are uncertain in time, pattern, and values, and the dead-zone parameters are not available. Roughly speaking, such a scheme is developed in two steps below. First, by using an adaptive smooth inverse function to compensate for the dead-zone nonlinearity, we separate the coupling actuator dynamics into two parts, i.e., the dead-zone compensation errors and the nominal failure dynamics. Afterward, we further handle these two parts based on the techniques of robust adaptive approach and parametrization method. With our scheme, the global boundedness of the signals in the closed-loop system are ensured, and the tracking error is steered to zero asymptotically. These results have also been verified through simulation studies.
Introduction
In a practical control system, dead-zone characteristic ubiquitously exists in gear friction, hydraulic valves, DC motors and mechanical connection, which usually degrades the performance of the system. In recent years, adaptive compensation control schemes for dead-zone nonlinearity in the presence of parametric uncertainties have been developed. In [1] , the dead-zone nonlinearity is regarded as an external bounded disturbance which can be mitigated through robust control design by using a direct decomposition method (DDM). Apart from DDM, the inverse compensation method (ICM) is another effective strategy to eliminate the effects of nonsmooth nonlinearities. Compared to the compensation method DDM, ICM can completely cancel actuator dead-zone by constructing an inverse compensator through parameter identification; see [2] . However, it is usually costly for offline parameter identification. Thus it is of significance to develop an adaptive inverse compensation method (AICM) by using the adaptive technique to estimate unknown dead-zone parameters online; see [3] .
Besides the inherent actuator nonlinearities mentioned above, the failures/faults of suddenly getting stuck and losing partial effectiveness may also occur in practical actuation mechanisms. Recently, studies on actuator failures started by handling the linear system failure in [4] , and the results were further extended to nonlinear system failure in [5] by the utilizing backstepping technique. With backstepping recursive design, a new prescribed performance bounds (PPB) based controller is proposed in [6] to guarantee the tracking error within the prescribed bounds. Moreover, in the recent work [7] , a robust adaptive fault-tolerant control scheme is further proposed for compensating failures in dead-zone actuators. However, such a scheme mainly treats the actuator failures and dead-zone nonlinearity as bounded disturbance-like effects, and thus the perfect asymptotic tracking performance cannot be obtained even for the case of finite number of actuator failures.
Motivated by observations above, in this paper, we study the problem of direct adaptive failure compensation control for a class of uncertain multiple inputs and single output (MISO) nonlinear systems with actuator failures and dead-zone constraints. Such problem is successfully addressed with our newly proposed control methodology with the following contributions.
1) Note that we take actuator failures and dead-zone nonlinearities into account simultaneously in control design, which thus is more general than the existing work [8] that only considered dead-zone effect and [5] that solely focused on actuator failure compensation. Moreover, perfect asymptotic tracking control performance is achieved, irrespective of the existence of such both adversaries.
2) The smooth adaptive inverse is firstly utilized to compensate for dead-zone nonlinearity, such that the compensating errors containing failure parameters between actual function value of dead-zone nonlinearity and its designed dead-zone output, which is then eliminated in the subsequent design.
3) Recently, the authors in [7] proposed a new and novel robust adaptive control scheme, which has been shown to be applicable to compensate for actuator dead-zone and failures/faults. However, such a scheme cannot recover the perfect asymptotic tracking performance when the number of actuator failures become finite. This issue is also successfully addressed with our proposed scheme.
The outline of the paper is organized below. In Section 2, the control problem is formulated, and the related assumptions are given. In Section 3, a desired controller for addressing control problems is constructed and the stability analysis is provided at the end of this section. Finally, simulations on mechanical system with dead-zone and failures/faults are shown in Section 4.
System model and problem statement
In this paper, the following uncertain nonlinear system for the adaptive actuator failure compensation problem is considered. ). An actuator with its input equals to its output, i.e., j j u   , namely the failure-free actuators.
As previous analysis, dead-zone is inevitable in most mechanical devices, which can be denoted as Considering the dead-zone actuator with possible unknown failures/faults, the effect of failure nonlinearity can not be simply taken as an external disturbance-like term without considering its structural information, thus the mathematic model for failure is needed below:
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Objective controller design for solving the problem

Dead-zone Inverse Model
In this part, to prevent the system from potential chattering phenomenon in the backstepping recursion, j v needs to be designed as ,ˆ1, 2,...,
where
is an identity matrix. Then the corresponding actuator smooth dead-zone inverse model is obtained as:
The compensating errors between j v and dj v are obtained as
Nj
D can be guaranteed to be bounded for all 0 t  , see, [8] .
Controller Design
In this subsection, the novel adaptive compensation scheme for actuator failures and dead-zone constraints of nonlinear system is proposed. First of all, the following error variables are introduced as
Step i (
Based on the tuning function design scheme, the i th stabilizing function i  and tuning function i  are chosen as
Step  . From the above definitions, z  is obtained as
Remark 1: Based on the adaptive inverse compensation method (ACIM), the compensating errors between actual function value and its designed dead-zone output are obtained, as seen in (7). By combining the failure model (3)- (4), we can separate the coupling actuator dynamics into two parts: the dead-zone compensation errors containing failure parameters and the nominal failure dynamics, as shown in (13). These two parts can be compensated by synthesizing robust control approach, parametrization method and direct adaptive approach in following steps. Supposing one or more of failures suddenly occur in the dead-zone actuators during time interval 
Then the Lyapunov function V  is chosen as In this example, we apply our approach to the following physical system with dual actuators. For the, visualization, the corresponding physical model is designed in Fig. 1 . In addition, the dynamic mathematic model is given as
